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Tune-Up

 
The introduction of jazz to Europe occurred in two waves after the First and Second World Wars. Both times
the mood was divided between profound hostility and intense appreciation. The excessiveness of the reaction
had to do with the shock of the new that set the tradition-bound establishment against innovators, upper
against lower classes, parents against children and students against teachers. Jazz served to radicalise the
feeling of a crisis of modernization at this millennial threshold; for of all American cultural imports jazz
represented a musical language markedly different from the well-tempered European grammar. And this
musical novelty arrived at the very moment when that classical grammar was called into question by cultural
self-doubt raised by secessions and avantgardes in the major metropolitan centers of Europe who, though
often unaware of jazz, helped to open the doors to let it in and, by demolishing the old, prepared the ground
for it to flourish.1) Yet as we look closely at the public debates during the first encounter with American
novelty music a warning is in order. From the teens of the century to well into the thirties, audiences tended
to attach the term jazz to whatever rhythms they found exotic, fascinating and typically American, the latter
particularly so when played by Blacks. With the benefit of hindsight we may dismiss a major part of this
novelty music; for it had little to do with what audiences after World War II would, with far greater
discrimination and on the basis of recorded evidence, recognize as "real American jazz." Until then the label
jazz (or jass) was used both as a positive and negative stereotype to mark a rhythmic revolution and as a
shorthand for the larger threat of modernization or westernization through Americanisation. But what
triggered this excess of hostility or appreciation at these two crucial times and who were the agents and
agencies in this story? And what explains the wide range of its impact which extended from vernacular dance
to avantgarde agendas?

 
Cuts and Breaks

 
This paper will argue that the introduction of jazz-derived music involved a radical break concerning the
rules of performance and habits of reception in Western musical culture. This break had occurred first in
America, between the years 1896 and 1910, when the African American idiom entered the musical
mainstream under the generic label of ragtime. The introduction of African elements into the Euro-American
canon was not just another case of selective borrowing and exchanging. Norman Mailer rightly speaks of the
“knife-like entrance of jazz.” For it had more to do with a paradigm change as described in Ishmael Reed's
Mumbo Jumbo, a confrontation of dissimilar, even antithetical musical cultures that would have
repercussions beyond the U.S. on an international scale.2) Although initially labeled a child of the gutter or a
cultural mongrel (as Art Hodes and Ann Douglass have put it)3) jazz satisfied more of the high cultural
prophecies and avantgarde desires of modernism than any single one of the classic arts. The new music spoke
to the agendas of futurism, surrealism, DADA, primitivism, post-colonialism, radical democracy,
multiculturalism, cosmopolitanism and ushered in a new way of being -- all at once. But it gave to these high
cultural transgressions a decidedly vernacular spin thus preparing a structure of feeling for the subsequent
victory of a popular culture industry. 4)

 
This first wave of African American music entered Europe on a vernacular foot, that is by way of popular
dance. It found a broad social base and it affected all types of popular music, in particular the then current
dancing styles. New and exciting rhythms were ushered in by the cakewalk, ragtime, foxtrot, charleston, and
shimmy, a true demotic revolution which affected most levels of society from the dancing Windsor and
Hohenzollern courts to music halls and cabarets. According to a contemporary German dance critic, Fritz
Giese, the American imports were so successful and novel that they 'succeeded in doing away almost
completely with all European vernacular dance traditions.' Only the waltz managed to survive as a social
dance.5) After the Great War urban youth embraced these new American rhythms as an alternative to stiff
and corseted traditions of motor behavior. It was precisely in the realm of leisure where the mobile and
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expanding young working class created a new cultural space with its very own rhythms and metropolitan
choreographies.6) Though rudely interrupted by the interlude of fascism this first wave had prepared the
ground for a more sophisticated acceptance of jazz after the second world war. The second wave encountered
a somewhat different European audience that received "jazz as a form of popularly generated high art music"
(Hobsbawm). These audiences came prepared and had acquired a better understanding of what constituted
jazz on the basis of records that had been available since the twenties. Now they were ready to seek out the
genuine essence of jazz in night club performances or in the concert halls. Though still of questionable social
status jazz could now be heard at the Pleyel or at the Philharmonic. But the audience was still divided
between a large, nostalgic cohort advocating the revival of “genuine” jazz, meaning a return to traditional
roots, and a much smaller, forward-looking musical avantgarde devoted to bebop and cool jazz.7) Both
maintained their set of clubs and associations at a hostile distance and accused eachother of musical treason.
Despite these differences of taste the same shock of recognition mobilized its followers. For many jazz fans
shared the uncanny feeling that they had not only discovered a new musical genre, but a "new way of being
in the world."8) The promise of musical freedom that this music imparted to its fans helps to explain why
many white Americans or Europeans described their first encounter with genuine jazz in terms of a religious
conversion using a rhetoric of liberation.9) But its detractors were just as adamant. The Afro-American idiom
sent shock waves through the nervous system of the American and European establishments. The hysterical
level of hostility in the reaction to ragtime by mainstream classical musicians allows us to reconstruct its
libidinal and subversive challenge.10) Today ragtime may seem innocent enough, just the thing for encores in
classical concerts or for piano students bored with Clementi. But we are the children of the musical and
libidinal liberation that ragtime set in motion. For us, as for the little boy in Doctorow's novel Ragtime, "there
seemed no other possibilities for life than those delineated by the music". The violent hostility against
ragtime on the part of established musicians in the early part of this century was motivated by the pervasive
feeling of decline common among the value-conservative ruling classes. The mood was buttressed on both
sides of the Atlantic by books such as Madison Grant's The Passing of the Great Race or by Oswald
Spengler's Untergang des Abendlandes. From their perspective, ragtime could be read as the tip of the
iceberg, as a pathological, immoral, patently sexual, and subversive subtratum of cultural rot. James Joyce
called attention to the paralysis of public live, William Butler Yeats diagnosed the lack of a center and Ezra
Pound compared civilization to a bitch gone in the teeth. In that scenario of crisis innovators welcomed the
new music, traditionalists read it as a symptom of decline. No wonder then that the American composer
Daniel Gregory Mason greeted ragtime with the appropriate disgust: “Let us purge America and the Divine
Art of Music from this polluting nonsense.” Swiss-born Hans Muck, the director of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, concurred, “I think that what you call ragtime is poison . . . A person inoculated with the ragtime
fever is like one addicted to strong drink.”11) Others charged that it led to permanent brain damage or that it
would curve the spine and wreck the nervous system. Furthermore, “its greatest destructive power lies in its
power to lower the moral standards.” A year before the outbreak of World War I, Walter Winston Kenilworth
wrote a letter to the Paris editor of the New York Herald Tribune presumably to warn Europeans of this
imminent danger to Western culture:

 Can it be said that America is falling prey to the collective soul of the Negro through the influence of what is
popularly known as “rag time” music? . . . If there is any tendency toward such a national disaster, it should
be definitely pointed out and extreme measures taken to inhibit the influence and avert the increasing danger
—if it has not already gone too far . . . The American “rag time” or “rag time” evolved music is symbolic of
the primitive morality and perceptible moral limitations of the negro type. With the latter sexual restraint is
almost unknown, and the widest altitude of moral uncertainty is conceded.12)

 
A New England music critic with a preference for the European musical tradition concurred and, in jumbled
prose which mirrors his nativist angst, continued the argument by defining the role of the Jew in this
nefarious plot to destroy Aryan America. And he also highlights the treasonable behavior of the upper classes
and nouveaux riches.

 
Ragtime is a mere comic strip representing American vices. Here is a rude noise which emerged from the
hinterlands of brothels and dives, presented in a Negroid manner by Jews most often, so popular that even
high society Vanderbilts dance to it. All this syncopated music wasn't American, it is un-American. The Jew
and the Yankee stand in human temperance at polar points. The Jew has oriental extravagance and sensuous
brilliance. However, ragtime is a reflection of these raucous times; it is music without a soul.13)

 
These apocalyptic metaphors of decline and degeneracy are by now familiar stuff in the history of jazz and
popular music: Orientalism, intoxication, pollution and blatant sensuality, all of these spread by tempting
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dance, were knocking down the gates of Western culture whose door keepers reacted by strengthening its
cultural defenses with a strong dose of sexism and racism.14) They articulate a latent fear of instability and
libidinal freedom that White-Anglo-Saxon Protestant cultural custodians associated with the threatening
Other, represented at this time by an infectious oriental blight transmitted by Blacks and Jews, a blight that
had spread to women as well.15) It would be easy to add similar German, English, French fears of such
cultural assaults issuing forth from “mongrelising America”. But why did jazz and ragtime, types of music
that seem so innocent and harmless today, provoke such outbursts of apocalyptic endism? A brief
phenomenology of jazz may be in order to reconstruct the nature of the collision between "Europe" and
"Africa" in order to understand both the anxiety of the fundamentalist international who diagnosed and feared
the subversive power of the jazz idiom, and also the deep attraction it held for all non-American dissenters,
for occidentals and orientals, for the Arab World, for Indians or Japanese, and particularly for Europeans.16)

 
Jazz: A Modernist Quest for Liberation

 
The jazz idiom is best described as an individualistic quest for musical literacy and freedom under conditions
of a perpetual contest with peers. In communication with all other musicians the jazz musician must assert
his/her individuality by enlarging the collective grammar of jazz expression. Learning from tradition by
copying masters, the jazz artist's goal is to overcome peers (and former masters) in the so-called cutting
contests. The progress from imitative copying to ironic quotation to critical travesty to creative reconstruction
is one of increasing self-discipline and literacy both as player and as composer. Characteristic of jazz are
improvisation, open-ended innovation, and versatility, a constant negotiation between travesty, quotation, and
masking and a perpetual making it new as a principle of composition. Jazz is dialogic, polyphonic,
combative, antiphonal, and it echoes Eliot's modernist paradigm developed in “Tradition and the Individual
Talent”. Here is Ellison running jazz through Eliot's changes:

 
For true jazz is an art of individual assertion within and against the group. Each true jazz moment (as distinct
from the uninspired commercial performance) springs from a contest in which each artist challenges all the
rest; each solo flight, or improvisation, represents (like the successive canvases of a painter) a definition of
his identity: as individual, as member of the collectivity and as a link in the chain of tradition.17)

 Each musician when he takes a horn in his hand—trumpet, bass, saxophone, drums—whatever instrument he
plays—each soloist, that is, when he begins to ad lib on a given composition with a title and improvise a new
creative melody, this man is taking the place of a composer. He is saying, “Listen, I am going to give you a
new melodic conception on a tune you are familiar with. I am a composer.” That's what he is saying. I,
myself, came to enjoy the players who didn't only swing, but who invented new rhythmic patterns, along with
new melodic concepts. And those people are: Art Tatum, Bud Powell, Max Roach, Sonny Rollins, Lester
Young, Dizzy Gillespie and Charles Parker, who is the greatest genius of all to me because he changed the
whole era around. But there is no need to compare composers. If you like Beethoven, Bach or Brahms, that's
okay. They were all pencil composers. I always wanted to be a spontaneous composer.

 There is a Japanese visual art in which the artist is forced to be spontaneous. He must paint on a thin stretched
parchment with a special brush and black water paint in such a way that an unnatural or interrupted stroke
will destroy the line or break through the parchment. Erasures or changes are impossible. These artists must
practice a particular discipline, that of allowing the idea to express itself in communication with their hands
in such a direct way that deliberation cannot interfere. The resulting picture lacks the complex composition
and texture of ordinary painting, but it is said that those who see well find something captured that escapes
explanation. This conviction that direct deed is the most meaningful reflection I believe, has prompted the
evolution of the extremely severe and unique discipline of the jazz or improvising musician. Group
improvisation is a further challenge. Aside from the weighty technical problem of collective coherent
thinking, there is the very human, even social need for sympathy from all members to bend for the common
result.21) 

 
This modernist challenge to inertia and this drive for innovation have left their traces in song titles: Things to
Come, Now's The Time, Tempus Fugit, Thing's Ain't What They Used to Be, Ascension, Giant Steps. In
short, the essence of jazz is a constant overcoming, an artistic transcendence of the limitations of the status
quo. Jazz lives in a perpetual opposition to existing systems of musical establishment. Jazz expresses for
Ralph Ellison and Albert Murray the central drive and function of modernist art, empowering creative free
exercize against static establishment. Protest, Ellison argues, should not be the content but the essence of such
art “as technical assault against the styles which have gone before.” Stanley Crouch brings the argument
home to America when he claims a consanguinity between the spirit of the First Amendment and that of jazz
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innovation: it is a free exercize of cultural expression.22) The language of jazz is expressive of this deep,
propulsive desire.23) Those unwilling to swing through the changes were know as squares, lames or moldy
figs, all words expressing stasis and paralysis, whereas jazz musicians have referred to themselves as hepcats,
hipsters, swingers, and so on. These terms and those given to the music itself, jazz, boogie-woogie,
rock’n’roll, jive imply dance movement, accentuate the centrality of rhythm and also connote sexual activity.
Dance and sex provide the libidinal energy and the semantic charges of these names which were often
assigned with the intent to denigrate. But some of the fears of its detractors are well founded when we accept
their understanding of dance as a potential prelude to sex. There is an ongoing debate over the folk
etymologies of the word jazz, and some linguists have identified jazz as a Creole word meaning to speed up,
implying orgasm (Merriam). Radical critics have worried about this sexual mortgage of jazz. There has been
many a Mr. Clean in black cultural nationalism who wanted to excise the libidinal aura of jazz, and many
musicians such as Duke Ellington or Louis Armstrong have been uncomfortable with the term for its
denigrating associations.24) But there is no easy way out of a folk etymology or out of a history of ascription
marked by a double consciousness on both sides of the color line. Jazz arose as an antirepressive freedom
zone in a basically prohibitive society, a society that for a long stretch of its history was hostile to dance, song
or sex. In that sense the term did attract and collect a set of desires that the ruling culture deemed - for
whatever questionable reasons - subversive. 

 
Jazz did articulate those experiences that do not conform easily to ideology or to attempts at colonization. It
is essentially anarchistic, though never undisciplined. This liberating groundbass is one reason why jazz has
not fared well in totalitarian systems. In fact, jazz has become a sort of litmus test for exposing
authoritarianism and fundamentalism. Therefore it comes as no surprise that not only Stalin and the
communist nomenclatura, or Reichsführer der SS Heinrich Himmler and his Nazi thugs, but also American
religious fundamentalists and the FBI were united in their resolve to combat this evil, each of them
identifying African American music a sly and subversive invention of the enemy. Christian Crusade
Publications of Tulsa, Oklahoma, a fundamentalist publishing house, argued toward the end of the Cold War
that jazz, Rock'n'Roll, and even Folk were all part of a "Communist music master plan", using the fiendish
instrument of dance to brainwash American youth. The call of black rhythms elicited the Pavlovian resonse
of moral and political corruption. Conversely Stalinists called American pop music a Trojan horse of
capitalism smuggled into the clean and safe world of communism to indoctrinate its youth with African
rhythms and thus fill their hearts with the desires of monopoly capitalism. And Nazis diagnosed in jazz a
superdestillation of Jewish liberalism.25) The fundamentalist international clearly recognised the liberating
potential of jazz. It took its subtly subversive power and seductive charm, particularly for the young,
seriously. And it found the antidogmatic and anti-establishmentarian trajectory of jazz threatening to the
system. Thelonius Monk would have agreed. He writes in the liner notes to The Complete Vogue Recordings
(Mosaic MR 4-112): “The best thing about jazz is that it makes a person appreciate freedom. Jazz and
freedom go hand in hand.” 

 
These contours of a jazz aesthetic may help to explain the success story of jazz music in war-ravaged Europe.
The success began after WW I as a dancing revolution, and it came into its own after WWII as a radical
change in the musical structures of feeling and performance. Let me choose three crucial moments in post-
war history in which the process of antagonistic adoption of African American music may be best explained.

 Running Jazz through Historical Changes: 1900-1933
 

The history of the attraction of African American music in Europe begins before and then continues after the
Great War. Minstrel Shows and Ragtime had been de rigueur at the Windsor, Wittelsbach, Habsburg and
Hohenzollern courts, as were American novelty orchestras and the new dance styles they introduced. James
Reese Europe's Hellfighters and Louis Mitchell’s Jazz Kings came as part of the American Expeditionary
forces in WW I and toured all over France, a success that spilled over into England. These were jazz-inspired
marching and dance orchestras, not jazz formations as we understand them today. Yet the new sounds they
introduced into European dance halls and variety theatres were considered radical enough. Many
conservative German critics believed that the Americanization of Europe in terms of class and gender would
occur first in what was called “Girlkultur” introduced by the “new dancing woman.”26) Heinrich
Baumgartner comments on the scene in Zürich: “Jazz was played for the opening of modern variety shows,
jazz articulated the difference between old and new dances in the dance schools...”Jazz” in the twenties
served as an opposite to 19th century folksy music.”27) The editor of a German avantgarde magazine greeted
jazz in April 1925 as follows:

 Since we, dear reader, have better things to do than dwell on “decorum” we will talk jazz. The editors note
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with satisfaction that, when our friends talk about jazz, they are rarely agreed except on one thing: that this
evil jazz could mark the beginning of a revolution. And since our journal seeks to track, nay anticipate any
obliteration of the conventional, we concur that jazz when played in some dive, or even when heard on a
record, is more significant than half a dozen run-of-the-mill nights spent in the concert hall. And it is more
serious.. For us jazz means – Americans. Rebellious atavistic instincts against a musical culture devoid of
rhythm. Image of the times: chaos, machines, noise, highest pitch of intensity – triumph of the spirit that
sparks with a new melody, a new color...It means combating hypocritical Biedermeier which often gets
confused with romanticism : Deliver us from Gemütlichkeit.28)

 
George Antheil, the self-declared Bad Boy of Music, writes that the impact of these black bands was had a
similar effect on listening habits as the performance of Stravinsky’s “Sacre du Printemps” in Paris.29)
Improvisation and new rhythms were the key differences in a world, where ”durchkomponierte Musik”
(Antheil, 218) set the standard against which quality was measured.30) Classical conductor Ernest Ansermet
marveled in his article “Sur un orchestre Nègre” published in La Revue romande about the “étonnante
perfection, le haut go t” of improvising Black musicians. In particular he praised Sidney Bechet for his
“pitiless execution” that reminded him of the rigor of the second Brandenburg Concerto. 31) Clearly Sam
Woodings Orchestra or the bands of Louis Mitchell and of Jack Hylton that were features of the cabaret and
dance scene in Weimar Germany did not deserve such effusive praise. 

 Indeed in Weimar Germany there was little exposure to real jazz before 1925. One reason for the relative
paucity of jazz performances was hyperinflation. American jazz musicians could not expect to make the sort
of money in Berlin that they received in England or France. Yet, this did not diminish the hunger for novelty
music. It was Ernst Krenek’s opera Jonny spielt auf that did more to spread an enthusiasm for jazz, although
his music and particularly the hit single “Jonnys Blues” had little to do with the original article. Instead
Krenek's approximations of jazz helped to establish a certain Weimar jazz surrogate that Adorno would find
so offensive later on. As J. Bradford Robinson puts it, the Weimar jazz age was a creation not so much of the
sophisticated audience, but of the media and political class who raised the spectre of Americanisation to whip
up emotions. (Robinson, 107).

 
Professional agents, American and European, moved into the Weimar music market after the middle twenties
to introduce this music to hungry audiences. Josephine Baker and Paul Whiteman became fixtures of the
entertainment scene. But also less well-known “converts” to jazz such as Lud Gluskin played a key role.
After 1925 records began to change the mode of jazz reception. Gluskin was a classical percussionist who
hired first-rate American musicians and made a great number of records in Germany; so did the Italo-
American Michael Danzi in Berlin. Of all white ethnics the Italo-Americans and Jewish Americans were
most instrumental in translating black music into a white structure of feeling. Though few of these recorded
groups mastered the central elements of “jazz” and of Afro-American musical performance that Ansermet
had admired in Sidney Bechet’s playing, they brought approximations of black music making to Europe.32)
And all of them tried to meet a desire for “new sounds” which characterized Europe at the break of
modernism.

 
Rather than attempt to describe the complex process of individual musical borrowing and adaptation in a
historiographical narrative of clear sequences and genealogies—which would falsify the record—let me try to
analyze the question: what made jazz, or whatever passed for jazz, so attractive to Europeans. This relates to
questions of codes, of semiotics, of conventions. It touches on the nature of symbolic exchanges based on
complex systems of signs and on conventions of organizing musical messages. 

 
Jazz was perceived as quintessentially American precisely by virtue of its incorporation of the African
musical idiom. The African part of it, most of all rhythm and improvisation, made it so different from well-
tempered European traditions. In a much quoted article for Modern Music in1927 Aaron Copland named the
essential contribution of jazz the “metamorphosis of rhythm from ragtime to jazz” culminating in the
handling of polyrhythms.33) Secondly jazz filled the emblem of the age that Ezra Pound defined as “Make IT
New” with instant meaning. It is more than just accidental that Ezra Pound and the Vorticists emphasized the
centrality of “biorhythms” for a regeneration of poetry which they, like the Futurists before them, tried to free
from all previous encrustations.34) Both movements used images of rhythm and dance as metaphors for the
renewal of poetic energies. Jazz could be used as a strategic instrument to mark the “rhythmic” secession
from the older European culture. It fit the futurist notion of “anti-passatismo” and answered Marinetti’s call:
“who will deliver us from Greece or Rome?” with a resounding “America.” J.A. Rogers in his article “Jazz at
home” for The New Negro (1925) quotes classical conductor Leopold Stokowski to the effect that:
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The Negro Musicians of America are playing a great part in this change. They have an open mind, and
unbiassed outlook. They are not hampered by conventions or traditions, and with their new ideas, their
constant experiment, they are causing new blood to flow in the veins of music. The jazz players make their
instruments do entirely new things, things finished musicians are taught to avoid. They are pathfinders into
new realms.

 
Jazz gave a popular and vernacular frisson to the feeling of crisis and secession. It heralded a new
relationship to reality and it lampooned the pretension of the European bourgeois world in that it was
decidedly anti-status quo. Rather than invoke the “Nightmare of History” (Eliot) in semi-tragic tones, it
ignored it. When Yeats said “the center does not hold,” jazz urged to throw it away and do the shimmy. And
most of all it was an anti-representative art. It was also an avantgardist gesture in that it projected not only a
music but a new way of living. For jazz, this is a consensus of musicians and fans, involves not only a
musical genre, but a new approach to lived culture. It was a multi-ethnic hybrid, an antidote to any kind of
cultural nationalism and chauvinism, and therefore it was never an exclusive music with limited access.
Hence its political undertow was antithetical to what made the older Europe tick. Whereas the latter was set
on social hierarchies, national cultures and the maintenance of boundaries of class and gender, jazz defied any
such constraints. In the emerging metropolitan culture it was the ideal vehicle for breaking conventions and
going slumming with style. No wonder the Cunards, Vanderbilts and the new urban working class fell for it,
all at the same time.

 
What was the artistic and ideological meaning of jazz in the modernist German and French avantgardes? The
reception of “Amerikanismus” that traveled under the auspices of “modernization” included Henry Ford’s
cars next to jazz and emancipated, dancing flappers. It fit into the general dynamism of the period. Though
New Orleans jazz was in good measure based on the rural musics of recent migrants it matured as an urban
and cosmopolitan music providing entertainment for the emerging metropolis. The new music from America
seemed to answer the call of futurist Luigi Russolo, the inventor of noise machines, for “street noises,
atonality and irregular rhythms.” This is Russolo's revolutionary manifesto “The Art of Noises” of 1913:

 If we go through a great modern capital with our ears more alert than our eyes, we can delight in
distinguishing the murmur of water, air and gas in metal pipes, the mutter of motors, breathing and pulsing
like animals, the throbbing of valves, the thudding of pistons, the screeching of mechanical saws, the jolting
of a tram on its trails, the cracking of whips, the flapping of curtains and flags.35)

 
The urban structure of feeling and carnivalesque sentiment of jazz was not alien to the formerly rural an now
urban folk carving out a new life in American and European cities. For it was structurally an open form with
a penchant for innovation and incorporation of the other. Hence over time jazz, by absorbing and nostrifying
local musical traditions, mutated into a wide spectrum of variants; there is New Orleans style, Dixieland,
Swing, Bebop and Free Jazz and there are Italian, French, Gypsy, Klezmer, Indian, Japanese, and North
African Jazz variants. It fraternized with Dada and Surrealism which sought out the unconscious and the
Other. Not surprisingly many of the surrealists were avid jazz fans. 36). It was a fitting music for the
industrialized world, a fact noticed by Hektor Rottweiler (alias Th. Adorno in 1936), though he then went on
to call jazz proto-fascist, one of the most egregious misjudgments in the history of music.37) Jazz both in its
instruments of choice and modes of reproduction used modern technology, but never succumbed to a
taylorisation of rhythm. Its motto was make it new, but not quite on the beat; hence Adorno's allegations of
taylorisation misses a central point of jazz. At its avant-garde spear-head it had an built-in resistance against
such commodification. Yet, it allowed participation on many levels of increasing or decreasing sophistication
since it reached out both downward to its folk roots and upward to the avantgarde. It loved to go slumming,
but it aimed high in creative standards. Now wonder then that many composers within the classical
avantgarde took it seriously. Yet, it fit into the New Urban Capitalism since it was part of the new leisure and
entertainment industry. It used ready-made and collage as a principle of composition. It sat well with the new
anthropology of primitivism since it included non-Western elements so popular among artists at the time.38)
It encouraged the new internationalism of artistic cohorts which networked all principal cities from New York
to Moscow to Zürich to Munich to Paris to London and Berlin. In short, jazz was a traveling, networking,
urban music of the first order, hence mirroring and anticipating patterns of modern migration and secession. 

 
Its evolutionary trajectory from New Orleans to Bebop sedimented after 1945 into a sociomusical
stratification model which reached from so-called moldy figs of traditional jazz to hepcats of Bebop. On all
levels of reception it was a social music since it encouraged certain forms of urban sociability comprising not
only music, but dress and language. It was an urban lingua franca ready to be used and adopted by anyone. It
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lacked barriers against any cultural appropriation by film, variety or dance hall. Indeed there was a dual
affinity between jazz and the avant-garde: both exhibit and pursue a hermeneutics of depth that tries bring up
repressed feelings, strike through hypocritical masks, evoke the primitive. Yet both love surfaces with a
penchant for Kitsch and trash, with appeals to populist modernism and modern marketing strategies. The
second affinity ties in with its habitus of liberation concerning gender and race. A rhetoric and gesture of
freedom characterize both jazz and the avant-garde. Emanipated “American girls” and jazz went hand in
hand. To befriend black musicians implied a gesture of anti-colonialism. Secondly it meant a liberation of
western hegemonic forms of representation and it invited a pluralism of styles as a reflection of a new
international anthropology. Indeed it would be interesting to investigate the triangulation of jazz, surrealism
and anthropology in the academic agendas of the French avant-garde of the twenties and thirties. Jazz was
also seen as part of a new interest in African art and socalled primitve art. It was in Schiller's term a “naive”
expression, straight from the heart, unreflected and “automatic” as in the experimental “automatic writing,”
an oral tradition based on the art of improvisation. The Harlem Renaissance had called for the “New Negro,”
a cause taken up in Europe by highly placed individuals such as Nancy Cunard the black sheep of a dynasty
who edited one of the most important anthologies of Black arts with several important articles on black music
translated by Samuel Becket.39) Last but not least was the hope for a (largely projected) liberation of the
senses which was mirrored in the above-mentioned anxiety of the establishment that jazz through its
transmission by emancipated dancing “girls” would lead to sexual libertinism.40) Weimar of course did and
could not keep up the frenzied energy of the late twenties. When Hitler came to power the market for jazz had
already gone into decline. Though the Nazis were secretly addicted to the glamour of modern, industrializing
America there was no room the universe of Adolf Hitler for the liberating modernism of jazz.

 
Swinging Nazis?

 
In Nazi Germany jazz was first criminalized and then after 1938 forbidden. While it went underground in
Germany, it found a refuge in Nazi-occupied Paris. Django Reinhardt, the Hot Club de France, Charles
Delauney, Hugue Pannassie and later André Hodeir were important French promoters of jazz, a firm base on
which the post-war generation would build. During the thirties few American musicans held on to
employment in Germany, and the onset of the Second World War effectively stopped the activity of American
musicians in Europe as transmitters of jazz. Yet jazz flourished despite the Nazi ideology, which classified it
as degenerate art (verjudete und vernegerte Musik). One of the most interesting chapters in the history of jazz
is its survival in Nazi Germany, and in the areas occupied by Hitler's army: The spiritual and physical threat
by dictatorship, militarism, fascism gave rise to the astonishing phenomenon, that the jazz life flourished with
a remarkable intensity. Jazz was the incarnation of freedom, democracy, individualism. Jazz was the symbolic
resistance to repression and Gleichschaltung, writes Rainer E. Lotz.41) Bonding between German and French
jazz fans endured the political conflict. Dietrich Schulz-Köhn, who served as a high ranking German officer
in Paris, and Charles Delauney, who was a member of the cultural resistance, remained good friends. Schulz-
Köhn was able to protect his jazz friends in Paris and he did so with little interference from his superiors.
There was an interesting ideological split at the top levels of the Nazi brass. Though officially jazz was
considered a non-Aryian music, many of the young SS officers openly appreciated the innovative
“modernity” of jazz and patronized bands that could play the “new” music. In that sense jazz profited from
the double consciousness of German Nazis who were torn between ideological traditionalism and
sociotechnical modernisation. Young Nazis could not quite make up their minds whether jazz was a child of
“modernism” and hence degenerate, or a product of Henry Ford’s modernisation and hence in tune with the
Aufbruch. Jazz managed to survive in this margin of ambiguity. Only when jazz fans began acting up against
the system and became a “public nuisance” for the authorities, as did the Swing boys in Hamburg, the
machinery of repression was rolled out. In a letter of the “Reichsführers der SS” to Heydrich dated 16.
January 1942, Heinrich Himmler gives voice to his profound hatred for the lifestyle represented by the Swing
boys:

 The entire leadership, male and female, and all teachers that are hostile to the Nazi movement and supportive
of swing are to be put in concentration camps. There youths should be whipped, be given strenuous exercises
and put to hard labor. Just any work or youth camp will not do for this scum and their good-for-nothing
female fans . . . Only by setting a brutal example will we be able to stop this anglophyle [sic] tendency from
spreading at a time when Germany is fighting for her existence.42) 

 
But Himmler's repressive apparatus did not cover all areas or penetrate all strata. Schulz-Köhn claims that
jazz enjoyed “Narrenfreiheit” in occupied France.43) In Germany popular orchestras dropped the word jazz
from their names, but continued to play jazz-inspired music. Some simply rechristened evergreens; thus
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“How High the Moon” could pass as “Serenade an den Mond” and “Tiger Rag” became a harmless fun-piece
“Schwarzer Panther.” My oldest brother who served as a musician at the Russian front never had to abandon
jazz as his muse. In the later phases of the war "hot music" or Swing were played as a lagniappe for the rank
and file, and the Nazi regime employed a jazz combo for purposes of subversive propaganda. Hence in the
history of jazz in Germany there was no “zero hour,” there was not a new beginning after 1945. The
disruption occurred mostly on a personal level, since the Nazi and War period had ended the constant influx
of musicians from America to Europe and thus had terminated the influx of new sounds.

 
Jazz as subversive reeducation after 1945

 
The stream of American musicians and their music resumed after 1945 with a renewed intensity. Channeled
by the American armed forces and its need for entertainment the exchange of musicians continues to this day.
This time jazz came back within the political frame of occupation, reeducation, and the Cold War .44)
Though Americans had come as victors after both wars, in 1945 the collapse of German culture was so
complete that it lacked any authority particularly for its young: it had abgedankt. On the microsocial level of
everyday praxis American democracy entered as a “swinging” democracy. As children we noticed how
different the G.I.s walked and talked.45) The liberating motor behavior of the American jazz culture
signified, when adopted by German jazz fans, a tacit political statement and marked a political place in the
post-war, cold-war spectrum. Who had hated Jazz? Victorians, Nazis, the conservative restoration in
Germany, J. Edgar Hoover, Stalin, the Klan and Fundamentalist religions. The choice was clear. 

 
Let me briefly summarize a generational conflict that this bastard of American culture helped to radicalise.
The post-war generation of adults born before 1920 who had lived through the Nazi period and through the
ravages of the war had lost their own political culture; willy nilly they embraced the political system of the
“Schutzmacht USA” since all alternatives, monarchy, dictatorship and fascism, had been tried and found
wanting. It helped that the old anti-communism of the Nazis translated smoothly into the new anti-
communism of the Cold War making instant Cold War democrats out of many a devout Nazi. As a
consequence of the ideological vacuum this older generation opted for a pragmatic and at times cynical
acceptance of Western Democracy as a lesser evil. Yet, their grudging acceptance of American policy was
accompanied by an almost visceral rejection of all American populist, mass or grass roots culture. The Nazi
indoctrination against American modernist “jazz-culture” as represented by Weimar had enjoyed a wide
popular base that continued into post war restoration. Indeed the "fiasco of Weimar" was regularly trotted out
as an instance of “moral political decay,” an experiment that should be avoided at all cost. And there was a
tacit understanding that the decline of Weimar Germany had in part been caused by the liberalization of its
culture through American influences. This gave a negative political spin to the avantgardes and secessions as
well that had been interested in the jazz idiom. The pro-American politics of the Adenauer restoration was
therefore enveloped in a total rejection of American pop culture. “Boy, turn off that nigger music,” was heard
in many German homes during the fifties. 

 
While Dad embraced the Cold War rigidities of John Foster Dulles, the post-war generation of youngsters
was marching to a different drummer. They wanted a radical political break with the authoritarian past and
had many questions to ask their parents. Hence they embraced modernist culture, high or pop, because their
parents rejected it, and they also began to have doubts about the hidden logic of the Cold War which framed
their parent's world. If Hitler and Goebbels had been against jazz, there had to be something to it. If Konrad
Adenauer and Hans Globke were for authoritarian restoration, the young pulled the other way.46) But jazz
served not only as a boundary marker against older totalitarian or authoritarian systems, but also as an
instrument that could be marshalled against current American racist practice. After the ideological
moratorium of the fifties had run its course young Germans began to ask questions about the American
handling of Civil Rights which made the parent generation furious. To younger Germans the deeply racialised
nature of jazz was quite apparent; hence a natural coalition between German jazz fans and Civil Rights
activists began to emerge. The second, post-war generation made a critical choice in what it would accept
from the US: popular mass democratic modernism yes, Cold War pathology and racism no.

 
American Blacks were perceived both as victors and as victims of the victors. Their balancing act between
European musical achievement and American racist ascription was quickly noticed and understood by their
fans. To their own surprise Black musicians became a role model for European jazz musicians and for the
young. Whereas in Europe the color line became increasingly more perforated, it remained firmly in place
within the military ghetto. This situation radicalised their double consciousness. As American citizens and
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soldiers they remained in the prisonhouse of American racism, as jazz musicians they enjoyed universal
acceptance in Europe. And their musical talent, so strongly appreciated by the European young, remained
unacknowledged or grudgingly acknowledged by the white American musical power structure. The special
care accorded to Black American jazz artists by Europeans at first caused some consternation, and it took
awhile before the State Department recognized their value as a weapon in the Cold War. Reinhold
Wagnleitner puts it in a nutshell: "jazz, rock'n'roll, and Hollywood did not need U.S. cultural propaganda as
desperately as U.S. cultural propaganda needed jazz, rock'n'roll and Hollywood."47) And in 1961 Louis
Armstrong signifies on the belated discovery of jazz as a political instrument in the Cold War: “The State
Department has discovered jazz.”48) Meanwhile, for Germans riding on this racial dilemma was a way of
compensating for the collapse of their world by pointing out the flaws in the victor's moral order. Having
learned the lesson of anti-racism from the American teacher the embrace of black jazz was a way of returning
the moral lesson. Earlier, Paris had given refuge to the Lost Generation and to Josephine Baker; now a variety
of European cities became the favored place for black and white jazz expatriates: Examples were Oscar
Pettiford, Herb Geller, Mal Waldron in Germany, Kenny Clarke, Bud Powell in France. Don Byas in Holland,
Dexter Gordon in Denmark.

 
In contrast to Weimar, when dance halls dominated the process of adoption, after 1945 the communication
systems and distribution circuits had become more professional, particularly radio, which became now the
chief vehicle of musical communication. After radio the second most important multipliers of jazz were the
clubs. Transnational jazz cohorts emerged from the automatic fraternization of musicians in post-war
occupation Germany. Here the armed forces and its instititons served as multipliers, since German musicians
found their first employment in G.I. clubs and German jazz fans found in the American Forces Network radio
a new jazz friend. After 1950 a German club scene began to evolve and became an important element of
youth culture in Germany. These were places of the jazz avant-garde with a bohemian touch and with that
gesture of existentialism provided by the Paris left bank. And these German clubs were in turn patronized by
Black musicians who were made to feel welcome. Gigs ran from 8 p.m. to 4 a.m., eight hours of slave labor
as Naura, the pianist, says. He called them the coal mines of German jazz. These were the training stations
for the “imitative period” or according to Naura “plagiarist period” of German jazz. In his own case, Naura
says, he changed his role models like shirts and graduated over time from George Shearing to Dave Brubeck
to the Modern Jazz Quartet. It was typical for the jazz socialization of German musicians that as a first step
musical fathers were chosen who were still figurable within classical, European music-making, then a gradual
conversion to black models and only at end of 50s a turn to hardbop. This German evolution of a club scene
was an unexpected spin-off of the project of reeducation, for the top brass at State or OMGUS had not
considered jazz as part of the curriculum. But Jazz clubs begtan to serve as a high modernist countercultural
alternative to Nazi culture. Until the end of the forties the Club scene of the military was an important vehicle
of transit. Since most white American clubs favored hillbilly or Hawai hits, German musicians gravitated to
the black clubs where jazz was being played. Albert Mangelsdorf, the most prominent German jazz musician
after WWII writes:

 We always tried to get gigs with black units. There we could play our type of music and still be
appreciated...At any rate it was a lot simpler to play jazz for black soldiers than in white clubs where we met
resistance and had to play hillbilly (Hauber, 369).

 
Public Radio in each occupational zone played a crucial role. Within the system of federal autonomy that
emerged after 1945 in Germany each regional radio station had a big band, and employment opportunities for
jazz musicians proliferated at the NWDR, SDR, SWF, BR, HR, SFB, RIAS, ORF radio stations. Hence there
existed the odd situation that post-War Germany and Austria had more publicly funded big bands than the
US, and the orchestras of Kurt Edelhagen, Willy Berking, Franz Thon, and Werner Müller were only too glad
to hire well-trained, expatriate Americans; and these liked the steady income. The music these orchestras
played remained imitative and merely borrowed from American jazz. There was little creative freedom in the
early phase, and Bebop, Swing, Boogie-Woogie, Dixieland were all played in a generic jumble. However,
these bands were places of employment for those musicians who were tired of the underpaid club scene.

 
Jazz concerts became cultural ritual events for young Germans. Public jazz concerts began in the early fifties
and provided a platform for national bonding among jazz fans. During the sixties jazz festivals in Germany
became increasingly European and were soon an important pillar of the international jazz market. By the
1970s the public jazz concert scene in Europe had become a most important source of income for American
jazz musicians whose home markets had been taken over by Rock’n Roll. Without the European fan support
the American jazz avant-garde would have collapsed.
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The role of radio cannot be overestimated. Attractive was the foreign language aura of the British and
American Forces Network stations, but most of all their excellent programs in American music. These
programs created listening communities and role models: Bill Crozier's « Cool Corner » in the BFN, or the
lighthearted « Luncheon in Munchen » of the AFN, and Sim Copans and Lucien Malson on France Musique.
Most important was Willis Connover, anchor man of the “Voice of America Jazz Hour” broadcast via Tangier
at 9 p.m. on short wave and at midnight on long wave. Willis Connover created conspiratorial listening
communities all over the world, but particularly in Central and Eastern Europe and, like Sim Copans in
France and Joachim Ernst Berendt in Germany, created the wetlands for the growth of American Studies.
There is hardly an early American studies career that does not involve a commitment to American music. At
school jazz friends from vastly different age groups would form groups and cohorts. Typical visiting patterns
emerged in my community between those who had the best radio and who had records. Among the ritualistic
paraphernalia necessary for these listening sessions were Nescafé, French cigarettes (Gauloise), black Bebop
clothes, berets, and a laconic, cool style. Underneath the Cold War there existed the subculture of the "Cool
War". I remember listening to Miles Davis and Bud Powell with Rolf-Dieter Brinckmann, the German beat
poet for whom jazz became an important lyrical muse.

 
Records and record collecting grew into a ritual fad. I recall getting my first shellack record from my oldest
brother in the early fifties: Oscar Peterson playing Jumping with Symphony Sid and Get Happy. During the
Nazi period there had been a veritable cult among the truly addicted of collecting those very records which
were “verboten”. After the war record companies emerged that serviced the European jazz fans: Jazztone
Society marketed a rather sophisticated program of traditional and modern jazz on 10-inch long play records.
The (musically excellent) Jazz Sampler of the Jazztone Society became for many the first affordable long-
playing record. 

 
Jazz of course remained embedded in the larger cultural scene. While Jazz transported a good deal of its
American musical significance, it soon acquired a German social and artistic meaning. European
existentialism, which included a denial of all older models of European normativeness, functioned as a
receptive, cognitive mode for jazz. Indeed, Jazz became the musical accompaniment to reading Sartre, even
to reading Heidegger. It was music for the isolation of the hipster, for what Mailer means in his influential
essay “The White Negro” and for the “Protean man” of the Beat Generation. There was an interesting
cognitive difference, if not a pattern of mutual misapprehension. In America jazz was the chosen music of a
small elite, but was stuck with a low social status that was inevitably weighted down by its racial heritage; in
Europe it was received as countercultural avant-garde, as an existential, ceremonial music, as a secret code, a
language of the initiated, and it was decidedly not lower class. America's “nigger music” was Europe's social
and artistic avant-garde. Certainly, for Europeans the “black connection” did not have any social connotations
or carried a racialist mortgage. It took awhile before the State Department realized what an important and
effective instrument jazz could be in the Cold War to catch the attention of the elites.

 
The “downward percolation model” ("gesunkenes Kulturgut") and the elite vs. popular classifications are
inadequate models to situate jazz in a cultural hierarchy. We need a differentiated model of historical agents
making choices. On the other hand, the question of hegemony and power relations persists, particularly in the
allocation of public funding. There is an interesting development in terms of jazz in the German public
sphere. Since the sixties many small municipal communities in Germany (Moers, Freiburg, Burghausen,
Unterschleißheim, Darmstadt) have set aside public funding and become supporters of jazz. Metropolitan
centers continue to be global players in the world of opera and theatre and often have no funds left for jazz.
This choice is of course a function of budget size since jazz is not quite as costly as buying James Levine. In
this context it would be interesting to compare the American and European legitimization of jazz as culture
by using the measuring stick of public or municipal funding.49) Clearly there are differences in the
stratification of culture in America and stratification of culture in Europe. Also in the degrees of
commodification of music, particularly of jazz which spans the entire gamut from highly commodified to elite
and avant-garde forms. Hence it covers the entire spectrum of cultural stratification; yet there is also an all
embracing tolerance in most jazz audiences and a continued conspiracy. Today, American music and jazz are
as German as Schweinebraten. In the popular sphere, Dixieland has by now become the aging urban
professional's Ersatz for Ompah brass bands and is now played in Bavarian beergardens. Mainstream jazz has
become a “quotidian vernacular” and has lost its elite appeal. Indeed, jazz radio stations in Munich or Berlin
are beginning to show a slightly anti-intellectual slant catering to a professional, non-academic group. An
important, even remarkable event was the first exhibition documenting one hundred years in the history of
jazz organized by Ekkehard Joost and Joachim Ernst Berendt in 1988.50) It was the first serious exhibit of its
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kind in the world, and it may surprise that this event was not staged by cities important in the evolution of
jazz such as New Orleans, Chicago or New York, or at least by European centers such as Paris or Berlin.
Instead a provincial city in Southwest Germany, Darmstadt, albeit one with an older commitment to
avantgarde modernism honored this by now global music. Surely this adoption of jazz into regional,
municipal cultural politics is the conclusive evidence that jazz has become as German as spaetzle—or as
Jewish as matzo or as Japanese as shushi or as French as steak and frites. In short it is a global idiom
stabilized worldwide by regional variants that have begun to grow local roots thanks to inspired workers in
the vineyard of jazz who advertized its call to freedom word-wide.
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Abstract:

 
Jazz entered Europe in two waves after the First and Second World Wars. Both times the mood was divided
between profound hostility and intense appreciation. This paper will argue that the introduction of jazz
involved a radical break concerning the rules of performance and habits of reception in Western musical
culture. It was not just another case of selective borrowing; it had more to do with a paradigm change in
music as described in Ishmael Reed's Mumbo Jumbo, a confrontation of antithetical musical cultures that
would continue to have far-reaching repercussions. Although a child of the gutter jazz satisfied more of the
high cultural prophecies of Futurism and more of the avantgarde and transgressive desires of modernism than
any single one of the traditional arts. The new music spoke to the agendas of surrealism, primitivism, radical
democracy, multiculturalism, post-colonialism and urban cosmopolitanism. It promised to modernize, to
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liberate, to innovate and ushered in a new way of being in the world-- all at once. But it gave to these high
cultural, modernist desires a decidedly vernacular spin, a cultural camouflage which allowed it to subvert
European cultural habits "from below."
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